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ABSTRACT Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are of high interest for ultrareliable low-latency communication (URLLC) links. They provide channel hardening, i.e. reduced channel
variations, due to the large number of transmit antennas which exploit spatial diversity by beam-forming.
Massive MIMO requires channel state information (CSI) on the base station side. For time-varying vehicular
communication channels the CSI acquired during the uplink phase will be outdated for the following
downlink phase, leading to reduced spatial channel hardening. We investigate a combination of massive
MIMO with general orthogonal precoding (OP) to compensate this effect. OP uses two-dimensional
precoding sequences in the time-frequency domain and provides channel hardening by exploiting timeand frequency diversity. We show that the combination of massive MIMO and OP is beneficial for timevarying communication channels. While the spatial channel hardening of massive MIMO decreases, the
time-frequency channel hardening of OP increases with larger time-variance of the communication channel.
An iterative receiver algorithm for massive MIMO with OP as well as a detailed analysis of the channel
hardening effect is presented. We demonstrate a BER reduction by more than one order of magnitude for
a velocity of 50 km/h = 16, 6 m/s using the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) based 5G
new radio (NR) physical layer.
INDEX TERMS 5G, massive MIMO, orthogonal precoding, ultra-reliable low-latency communication
(URLLC) links
I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-reliable low-latency wireless communication (URLLC)
links are an important component for connected autonomous
vehicles, industrial wireless control loops, and many other
machine-to-machine communication applications [1]. The
random fading process in wireless communication channels
leads to signal strength fluctuations at the receive antenna and
random unpredictable frame errors.
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
reach the capacity of multi-user MIMO systems by linear
beam-forming over a large number of transmit antenna elements on the base station side [2], achieving spatial channel
hardening [3], [4]. Beam-forming requires channel state information (CSI) on the transmitter side, which is obtained
during a preceding uplink phase by exploiting channel reciVOLUME 4, 2016

procity in a time-division duplex (TDD) system.
Channel hardening reduces the random field-strength variation on the mobile station (MS) side. Hence, for URLLC
links it is highly desirable to maximize channel hardening by
appropriate pre-processing on the transmitter side.
For mobile users the channel impulse response is timevarying, hence the CSI becomes outdated (channel aging)
due to the time delay between uplink and downlink transmission. This causes the channel hardening effect of massive
MIMO to decrease with longer frame duration and increasing
user velocity [5]. Previous work either considers a quasi
static scenario where the uplink and downlink phase take part
within a so called coherence interval [2] or performs channel
prediction between the uplink and downlink transmission [5],
[6] using long-term statistical information.
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Another method to improve the communication link reliability is orthogonal precoding (OP) [7]–[10]. OP spreads a
data symbol in the time-frequency domain and thus, achieves
also channel hardening, i.e. the fading variation of the received signal strength can be strongly reduced [7]. The channel hardening effect of OP increases with increasing timeand frequency selectivity (larger delay and Doppler spread)
of the communication channel.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PAPER:
•

•

•

•

In doubly selective channels, we propose to compensate
for the lost spatial channel hardening of massive MIMO
by improved time-frequency channel hardening due to
OP [11].
We present a receiver structure for massive MIMO with
general OP that uses parallel interference cancellation
(PIC) [12] and iterative channel estimation [13], applying a well-known low-complexity multi-user detection
framework [14].
We prove that any complete set of basis functions with
constant modulus will achieve the same performance for
massive MIMO with OP [7]. Furthermore, we analytically quantify the channel hardening effect of massive
MIMO with OP for doubly-selective channels.
We validate our theoretical results by numerical
link level simulations for an infrastructure-to-vehicle
URLLC communication link, using the 5G NR physical
layer.

NOTATION:

We denote a scalar by a, a column vector by a and its ith element with ai . Similarly, we denote a matrix by A and
its (i, `)-th element by ai,` . The transpose of A is given by
AT and its conjugate transpose by AH . A diagonal matrix
with elements ai is written as diag(a) and the Q × Q identity
matrix as I Q , respectively. The absolute value of a is denoted
by |a| and its complex conjugate by a∗ . The cardinality of set
I is denoted by |I|. We denote the set of all complex numbers
by C. The all one (zero) column vector with Q elements is
denoted by 1Q (0Q ). We identify the 2D sequence (ai,` ) ∈
CN ×M for i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, ` ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} with the
matrix A ∈ CN ×M , i.e., A = (ai,` ). Furthermore,
we define

the notation a = vec(A) = vec (ai,` ) ∈ CM N ×1 , where
vec(A) denotes the vectorized version of matrix A, formed
by stacking the columns of A into a single column vector.
ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER:

We present the signal model for massive MIMO with OP in
Sec. II. An iterative symbol-wise ML detection algorithm and
an iterative channel estimation algorithm are introduced in
Sec. III and Sec. IV, respectively. We analyze the channel
hardening effect of massive MIMO with OP in Sec. V. In
Sec. VI numerical simulation results for OP are shown. We
conclude in Sec. VII.
2

II. SIGNAL MODEL FOR MASSIVE MIMO WITH
ORTHOGONAL PRECODING

In this work we are concerned with URLLC links for highly
mobile users. Hence, the typical packet duration is short and
the required reliability of the communication link shall be
as high as possible. Due to short packet length the diversity
utilized by the channel code is limited. Hence, additional linear precoding methods are crucial to exploit the full channel
diversity in time, frequency and space, enabling URLLC.
We combine two linear preprocessing techniques in this
work:
•

•

The first one is OP, which exploits diversity in the timefrequency domain, and is applied once for each data
packet. OP achieves channel hardening by precoding
on the transmitter side and parallel interference cancellation (PIC) on the receiver side [7]. The channel
hardening effect of OP increases with the delay- and
Doppler spread of the doubly selective fading process,
as well as with increasing extent of the precoding region
in time- and frequency [7].
The second preprocessing technique is maximum-ratio
beam-forming in a massive MIMO system. Beamforming uses weights that are specific for each antenna
element on the transmitter side. It achieves channel
hardening that increases with the number of transmit antennas but decreases with (a) increasing frame duration
and (b) increasing velocity of the mobile station, due to
channel aging.

Throughout the paper, we will use the term precoding to
describe linear operations performed in the time-frequency
domain and the term beam-forming for the linear operations
in the spatial domain.
A. PRECODING

We precode data symbols bp,n ∈ A, p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1},
n ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}, from the finite alphabet A, on a
transform domain grid (p, n) with a general complete set of
2D orthonormal basis functions:
dq,m =

N
−1 M
−1
X
X

bp,n sp,n
q,m ,

(1)

p=0 n=0

where sp,n
q,m denotes two-dimensional precoding sequences
and dq,m the result of the precoding operation, respectively.
The time-frequency grid is defined by the discrete time index
m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} and the discrete frequency index
q ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}.
Let B ∈ AN ×M denote the symbol matrix with elements bp,n. We define the symbol vector b = vec(B) =
vec (bp,n ) ∈ A M N ×1 , and the precoded symbol vector
d = vec (dq,m ) , using the notation introduced in Sec. I.
Matrix
S = [s0,0 , . . . , sN −1,0 , s0,1 , . . . , sN −1,M −1 ]T ∈ CM N ×M N
(2)
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collects all vectorized 2D precoding sequences sp,n =
M N ×1
vec (sp,n
column-wise. With these definitions,
q,m ) ∈ C
we can write (1) in vector matrix notation as
d = Sb .

(3)

In this work we will use a general OP formulation that is
suitable for any set of orthogonal basis functions, enabling
a direct comparison of different precoding methods. We
will use three exemplary basis function sets for OP in this
paper. Two sets contain constant modulus sequences, the
basis functions of the discrete symplectic Fourier transform
(DSFT) that are used for orthogonal time-frequency-space
(OTFS) [8], [9] and the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT),
respectively. One basis function set contains general orthonormal sequences, namely 2D discrete prolate spheroidal
(DPS) sequences.

B. MASSIVE MIMO BEAM-FORMING

The precoded data symbol vector d is transmitted from all
A antenna elements of the massive MIMO base station after
linear beam-forming. The samples received at the single
antenna of the mobile station are
y = GT Ωdiag(χ)d + n ,
where the massive MIMO channel matrix


diag(g 1 )


..
M N A×M N
.
G=
∈C
.

The time-varying frequency response from antenna
a to the

a
mobile station is denoted by g a = vec (gq,m
) ∈ CM N ×1 ,
a ∈ {1, . . . , A}. The time-varying impulse response haq,m is
defined as its Fourier transform. We use the normalization
E{||G||22 } = M N

The DSFT precoding sequences [8] are defined as
1
ej2π(mn/M −qp/N ) .
MN

(4)

2) Walsh-Hadamard Transform Sequences

We define the WHT precoding matrix recursively:


1
1 1
(WHT)
√
S2
=
2 1 −1
and

 (WHT)
1
Sr
S (WHT)
r
.
S 2r (WHT) = √
(WHT)
−S (WHT)
2 Sr
r

(5)

(6)

The columns of S (WHT) are denoted by s(WHT)
p,n .

3) 2D Discrete Prolate Spheroidal (2DDPS) Sequences

We define a general set of orthonormal basis functions as the
product of two DPS sequences:
(2DDPS)
sp,n
= un,m (Wt , It )up,q (Wf , If )
q,m

(7)

with Wt = [−νD , νD ], Wf = [0, θP ], It = {0, . . . , M − 1} and
If = {0, . . . , N − 1}. The normalized single-sided Doppler
bandwidth is defined as νD = fD TS , where TS denotes
the OFDM symbol duration (sampling interval in time).
The normalized delay is θP = τP ∆f , where ∆f denotes
the subcarrier bandwidth (sampling interval in frequency).
DPS sequences ui,` (W, I) are the solution to the eigenvalue
problem [15]
M
−1
X

C`−m (W )ui,` (W, I) = λi (W, I)ui,m (W, I)

(8)

`=0

for m ∈ I with
Z
Ck (W ) =

W

ej2πkν d ν =

1
(ej2πkν2 − ej2πkν1 )
j2πk
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(12)

such that the array gain is not taken into account and the
channel gain is unity on average. Additive white complex
symmetric Gaussian noise is denoted by n with zero mean
and variance σn2 I M N , n = CN (0, σn2 I M N ), the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) on the receiver side is denoted by 1/σn2 .
Linear massive MIMO beam-forming is performed by


diag(ω 1 )


..
M N A×M N
Ω=
,
(13)
∈C
.
diag(ω A )

where the beamforming weights for antenna a are denoted
a
by ω a with elements ωq,m
. The windowing function on
the transmitter side is denoted by χ. We use a rectangular
window χ = 1M N and drop χ to simplify the notation in the
remainder of the paper.
Vector g a represents the combined result of OFDM modulation, the doubly selective channel, and OFDM demodulation between base station antenna a and the mobile station.
We assume a proper OFDM system design where the doubly
selective channel does not cause inter-symbol interference
(ISI), and the inter-carrier interference (ICI) is small enough
to be neglected. These are realistic assumptions for vehicular
communication systems using 5G NR with an appropriate
parameterization. See the detailed discussion in [16, Sec. II].
The numerical results shown in Section VI use a geometrybased channel model and potential ICI or ISI effects will be
taken into account.
The combined channel between transmitter and receiver
including massive MIMO beam-forming weights results in a
diagonal matrix
diag(φ) = GT Ω ∈ CM N ×M N

(9)

and W = [ν1 , ν2 ]. The eigenvalues λi (W, I) are clustered
near 1 for i ≤ d|W ||I|e and rapidly drop to zero for i >
d|W ||I|e.

(11)

diag(g A )

1) Discrete Symplectic Fourier Transform Sequences
(DSFT)
sp,n
=√
q,m

(10)

(14)

with
A
 X


a
a
φ = vec (φq,m ) = vec
gq,m
.
ωq,m

(15)

a=1

3

Inserting (14) into (10) we obtain
y = diag(φ)Sb + n .
The effective spreading sequence is defined as S̃
diag(φ)S, resulting in
y = S̃b + n .

(16)
=
(17)

III. ITERATIVE DETECTION

The signal model for massive MIMO with OP in (17) is
identical to the one used for multi-user detection in [12, (10)].
Multi-access interference in [12] is replaced by inter-symbol
interference in this paper. Hence, we can employ the iterative
PIC algorithm [7], [12], [14], [17] for symbol-wise maximum
likelihood (ML) detection, using soft-symbol feedback.
The a-posteriori probability (APP) output of the soft-input
soft-output BCJR decoder [18] is interleaved and mapped to
the alphabet A to obtain soft symbols b̃p,n [12]. The system
model for the transmitter, the convolution with a doubly
selective massive MIMO channel, and the receiver is shown
in Fig. 1.
We perform soft inter-symbol interference cancelation at
iteration i for the symbol transmitted on grid point (p, n)


(i−1)
(i−1)
ỹ (i)
=
y
−
S̃
b̃
+
s̃
b̃
,
(18)
p,n p,n
p,n

(i)
(i) 
where the soft-symbol feedback vector b̃ = vec (b̃p,n ) ∈
CM N ×1 .
The output of the interference canceler ỹ (i)
p,n is further
cleaned from noise and inter-symbol interference with a
successive linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) filter
in order to obtain a code symbol estimate,

H
(i)
(19)
ỹ (i)
αp,n
= f (i)
p,n .
p,n

An unbiased conditional linear MMSE filter can be found
similarly to the linear MMSE detector given in [12], [17].
To simplify the notation we omit the iteration index i for the
filter. It has the form


H −1
σn2 I N + S̃V S̃
s̃H
p,n
fH
.
(20)


p,n =
H −1
2I
s̃H
σ
+
S̃V
S̃
s̃
p,n
p,n
n N

Matrix V denotes the error covariance matrix
n
o
V = E (b − b̃)(b − b̃)H

(21)

2
[V ]p+nM,p+nM = 1 − |b̃(i)
p,n |

(22)

b

with diagonal elements

We use a low complexity approximation for the matrix inversion in (20) according to [19], resulting in
−1
2
s̃H
p,n σn I N + diag(κ)
H
f p,n ≈ H
.
(23)
−1
s̃p,n (σn2 I N + diag(κ)H ) s̃p,n
where the elements of κ are given as
κq,m = σ̂b̃2 φq,m .
4

(24)

The sample variance of the
feedback is estimated
PNsoft-symbol
PM
according to σ̂b̃2 = N1M p=0 n=0 |b̃p,n |2 . Hence, in (23) a
diagonal matrix needs to be inverted, i.e. only scalar divisions
are needed.
Assuming perfect PIC and unbiased MMSE detection, i.e.
V = 0, we obtain
γp,n

(i)
αp,n
≈

z }| {
H
s̃H
p,n s̃p,n bp,n + s̃p,n n

s̃H
p,n s̃p,n
1
= bp,n +
ñp,n ,
γp,n

(25a)
(25b)

where the effective channel coefficient is denoted by γp,n .
Noise ñp,n has the same distribution as nq,m . The resulting
noise variance for the detection of bp,n is scaled by the
effective channel γp,n .
The symbol-wise ML expression
b̂p,n = argmin{|αp,n − bp,n |2 }

(26)

bp,n ∈A

for data symbol bp,n is formulated based on the scalar signal
model (25b). A soft-output sphere decoder [20], using (26),
supplies log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) Lk . The LLRs are used
as input for the BCJR decoder [18].
IV. ITERATIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Channel estimation can be strongly simplified for massive
MIMO systems in slowly time-varying channels due to channel hardening [4]. However, this requires perfect CSI on the
base station side which is difficult to maintain in highly timevarying vehicular scenarios.
For vehicular communication links we need to obtain
estimates of the combined channel φ for coherent detection
at the mobile station. Hence, we interleave Sp pilot symbols
p ∈ CSp ×1 with Sd precoded data symbols d ∈ CSd ×1 in
the time-frequency domain, such that Sd + Sp = M N . We
modify the signal model (16) and express the interleaving
with a permutation matrix P :


p
+ n,
(27)
y = diag(φ) [P p P d ]
| {z } Sb
P

where P p ∈ R
describes the pilot symbol placement
and P d ∈ RM N ×Sd the (precoded) data symbol positions
in the time-frequency grid. All the equations in the previous
Sections II and III are still valid by replacing M with M 0 , N
with N 0 , and g with P d g, where M 0 ≤ M , N 0 ≤ N , and
Sd = M 0 N 0 .
For channel estimation, we rewrite (27) as
M N ×Sp

y = diag (P p p + P d Sb) φ + n .

(28)

Following the derivation in [12, (30)-(39)], we obtain the
Wiener filter for φ as

−1
H
H
φ̂ = Rg D̃ D̃Rg D̃ + Λ + σz2 I M N
y.
(29)
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Fig.1: System model of the transmitter and iterative receiver for massive MIMO with OP.
FIGURE 1. System model of the transmitter and iterative receiver for massive MIMO with OP.

V. CHANNEL HARDENING IN A MASSIVE MIMO
SYSTEM
WITH OP
The orthogonal
precoded soft-symbol feedback is expressed

Inas [21], massive MIMO beam-forming methods are com the base-station
pared, assuming accurate
CSI
available on
D̃ = diag
P is
(30)
p p + P d S b̃ ,
side. In URLLC applications for highly mobile users this
and
assumption
is hard to maintain. Hence, for time-variant sce2
narios, we investigate
joint
of−a σmassive
MIMO
Λ = diag(Pthe
+ Pusage
)) .
(31)
p 0S
d 1Sd (1
p
b̃
system with OP aiming to minimize the bit error rate (BER).
For
grid positions
(q, m)massive
where pilot
symbols
Fortime-frequency
the joint analysis
of a combined
MIMO
and
are
transmitted,
the
corresponding
entries
on
the
diagonal
of
OP system we focus on the scalar signal model for each data
Λ
are
equal
to
zero.
All
other
entries,
related
to
precoded
symbol in the transform domain (p, n) described by (20b).
data-symbols,
filled function
with the (pdf)
variance
soft-symbol
The
probabilityare
density
f ( of) the
of the
effective
feedback
of
the
BCJR
decoder.
channel coefficient
The soft-symbol
feedback is modeled as complex Gaus[f ] = s̃H
= (0, σ 2 I S ), with zero mean and(27a)
p,n
p,nb̃s̃p,n
sian
distributed
∼ CN
varid
b̃
fX
M
1 output of the BCJR decoder con1
ance σb̃2 I Sd .NX
Hence,
if the
⇤ ⇤
=
sp,n
sp,n
= (1 −
(27b)
q,m symbols,
q,m q,m
q,m
verges towards
the true transmit
the
term
σb̃2 )
q=0
m=(f
1)M
tends to zero, and (29) becomes a classic Wiener filter. The
M soft-symbol
1
N
sample variance
feedback is estimated acX1 of fthe
X
PN 0 −1 P
p,n
2
M|02−1
1
2
=
| |q,m
(27c)
cording to σ̂b̃ = Sd p=0 |sq,m
b̃p,n| |2=
. The eigenvalue
n=0
q=0
m=(f
1)M
structure of the channel covariance matrix Rg = E{g a g H
a}
2
f
M
1
N
1
A
can be exploited
to
implement
a
reduced
rank
version
of
(29),
X
X
X
2
a
a
reducing =
the numerical complexity
(32)]).
|sp,n
gq,m
!q,m
(27d)
q,m | (see [13,
q=0 m=(f

1)M

a=1

V. CHANNEL
IN A
MIMO system.
determines
the HARDENING
performance of
theMASSIVE
communication
SYSTEM
WITH
OP
The frame index f 2 {1, . . . , F }. Clearly, the distribution

massive
MIMO
beam-forming
methods
aredeviacomfIn( [21],
) shall
have a large
mean
µ and a small
standard
pared,
assuming
accurate
CSI
is
available
on
the
base-station
tion
(root of the second central moment). This maximizes
side.
In URLLC
applications
highly mobile
users this
the
channel
hardening
effect andfor
minimizes
the ratio
assumption is hard to maintain. Hence, for time-varying
,
(28)
scenarios, we investigate the=joint
µ usage of a massive MIMO
system with OP aiming to minimize the bit error rate (BER).
following the definition in [3], [4]. The value of ! 0 for
VOLUME
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M, N4, 2016
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From (27d) it becomes clear that f ( ) is determined by
four
Forfactors:
the joint analysis of a combined massive MIMO and
OP
system
we focussequences
on the scalar
signal model for each data
A. The precoding
sp,n
q,m ,
adomain (p, n) described by (25b).
symbol
in
the
transform
B. the fading process gq,m ,
The
density function
(γ) ofstation
the effective
C. probability
the beam-forming
method (pdf)
at thefγ base
reprea
channel
coefficient
sented by !q,m , and
D.
the
CSI used for beam-forming at the(32a)
base
γp,n
[f ]error
= s̃Hof s̃the
p,n =
station. p,n
fX
M −1
N
−1
X
∗ ∗ in the p,n
We will explore
these foursp,n
aspects
following(32b)
four
=
q,m φq,m φq,m sq,m =
sections.
q=0 m=(f −1)M
N
−1
X

fX
M −1

A. PRECODING
SEQUENCES
=
|sp,n |2 |φ

2
(32c)
q,m | =
q,m
We treat two q=0
special
cases:
m=(f −1)M
a) No precoding
f(NO):
M −1 In this case
N
−1
Awe can set S 2= I, i.e.
X
X
X
p,n 2
a
a
⇢
=
1 for |spq,m
= |q andgq,m
n ω=q,m
m ; (32d)
p,n
sq,mq=0
= m=(f −1)M
(29)
a=1
0 otherwise,
determines the performance of the communication system.
and obtain
The frame index f ∈ {1, . . . , F }. Clearly, the distribution
A µγ and a 2small standard
fγ (γ) shall have a large mean
X
NO
a
a
gq,m
!q,m
(30)
deviation σγ (root ofp,nthe= second
central
moment). This
a=1 effect and minimizes the
maximizes the channel hardening
channel
hardening
measure
β. It is defined as the ratio
with
p = q and
n = m.
σγmodulus (CM) sequences:
b) Precoding with constant
,
(33)
β=
µγ DSFT or WHT sequences,
This case applies, e.g., for
where
following
the definition in [3], [4]. The
1 value of β → 0 for
2
|sp,n
(31)
A, M, N → ∞.
q,m | =
MN
From (32d) it becomes clear that fγ (γ) is determined by
holds. We obtain
four factors:
2
Nsp,n
1M
A
A. The precoding sequences
, 1 X
q,mX
1 X
CM
CM
a
a
a
= gq,m ,
g
!
.
B. the fading
p,n = process
M N q=0 m=0 a=1 q,m q,m
5
(32)
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C. the beam-forming method at the base station reprea
sented by ωq,m
, and
D. the error of the CSI used for beam-forming at the base
station.
We will explore these four aspects in the following four
sections.
A. PRECODING SEQUENCES

We treat two special cases:
a) No precoding (NO): In this case we can set S = I, i.e.

1 for p = q and n = m ;
sp,n
=
(34)
q,m
0 otherwise,
and obtain

NO
γp,n

=

A
X

2
a
a
gq,m
ωq,m

(35)

a=1

with p = q and n = m.
b) Precoding with constant modulus (CM) sequences:
This case applies, e.g., for DSFT or WHT sequences,
where
1
2
(36)
|sp,n
q,m | =
MN
holds. We obtain
CM
γp,n

=γ

CM

N −1 M −1 A
1 X X X a
=
g
ωa
M N q=0 m=0 a=1 q,m q,m

2

.

(37)
Please note that all grid elements (p, n) will be affected
by the same effective channel condition γ CM , hence we
omit the grid index (p, n) in the following.
Equation (37) provides an important insight: All orthogonal constant modulus sequences will provide the
same performance for OP. This means that doublyselective channels do not require the usage of the
DSFT. Hence, a transform between the time-frequency
and the delay-Doppler domain is not required for the
precoding of data symbols in doubly selective channels.
The conclusion above does not apply for channel estimation. The transform to the delay-Doppler domain by
the DSFT might be beneficial for channel estimation,
if precoded pilot-symbols are to be used and the doubly selective channel exhibits a sparse delay-Doppler
representation [22], [23]
B. FADING PROCESS

We can express g a as a filtered white Gaussian random
process ,
√
g a = U ΣU H z ,
(38)
where z ∼ CN (0, I M N ) is a complex Gaussian random
vector with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries.
Matrix U contains eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Rg ,
and Σ contains eigenvalues λi on the main diagonal:
Rg = U ΣU H .
6

To simplify the analysis we assume the same time- and
frequency correlation for all antenna elements a and independent channel realizations for each antenna element.
The direct evaluation of (39) for a general doubly-selective
correlated fading processes is numerically difficult, due to the
multiplicity of the largest eigenvalues of Rg . A numerically
stable algorithm for the calculation of λi for a fading process
with a flat delay-Doppler scattering function is shown in
[13]. This fading process is defined by two parameters, the
normalized delay support θP and the normalized single-sided
Doppler support νD . The correlation matrix is denoted by
R̃g (νD , θP ; M, N ), see [13, (26)-(28)]. Using the algorithm
from [13] we can calculate the eigenvalues λ̃i (νD , θP ; M, N )
of R̃g (νD , θP ; M, N ) numerically.

(39)

C. BEAM-FORMING METHOD

Without loss of generality, we focus on maximum ratio
transmission with beamforming matrix [2], [21]
Ω=
i.e.
a
ωq,m
=

G̃

∗

||G̃||2

,

1
a ∗
g̃q,m
,
||G̃||2

(40)

(41)

a
where g̃q,m
denotes the channel estimates on the base station
side. The combined channel can be written as

φq,m =

A
1 X a
a ∗
gq,m g̃q,m
.
||G̃||2 a=1

(42)

In the case of perfect CSI (PER CSI) the combined channel
simplifies to
φq,m =

A
1 X a 2
|g | .
||G||2 a=1 q,m

(43)

Hence, maximum-ratio combining is achieved for each element (q, m) of the time-frequency grid. With maximumratio beam-forming according to (40), the combined channel
becomes almost frequency flat and non time-selective (assuming favorable propagation conditions). For A → ∞ this
conclusion becomes exact [2].
D. CSI USED FOR BEAM-FORMING

For the CSI at the base station we explore the following cases:
a) Perfect CSI: We assume the base station knows the
time-varying CSI for the downlink perfectly, i.e.,
a
a
g̃q,m
= gq,m
.
b) Block fading (BF) CSI: The base station uses the lastknown CSI, from the end of the uplink transmission,
for precoding during the full downlink frame. Hence,
a
a
g̃q,m
= gq,−1
∀ m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}.
In Fig. 2 we plot the absolute value of the combined
channel |φq,m |, versus time m and frequency q. With PER
CSI a nearly frequency-flat and non time-selective frequency
response is obtained. In the second example BF CSI is
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using the eigenvalue spectrum of Rg . Inserting (38)
we obtain
N −1 M −1
1 H
1 X X a 2
=
g g=
g
γ CM =
M N q=0 m=0 q,m
MN
√
1 H √
=
z U ΣU H U ΣU H z =
MN
MX
N −1
1
=
λi |z̃i |2 ,
M N i=0

in (37)
(47a)
(47b)
(47c)

where z̃ ∼ CN (0, I M N ), since U is a unitary matrix. It
follows, that γ CM is distributed according to a sum of independent exponentially distributed random variables weighted
by eigenvalues λi . Its mean is

FIGURE 2. Absolute value of the combined channel |φq,m | for time-varying
massive MIMO beam-forming with perfect (PER) CSI and for block-fading (BF)
CSI. In both cases A = 64 antennas are used. The 5G NR physical layer
parameters are defined in Table 1.

used. The channel aging effect is demonstrated, i.e., channel
hardening decreases with increasing time m. The mean decreases and the standard deviation increases. The simulation
parameters of the 5G NR physical layer are defined in Table
1.
E. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF CHANNEL HARDENING

For the pdf of γ in (32d) a closed from description is
unknown for the general case. Hence, we need to resort to
a numerical evaluation of the channel hardening effect for
massive MIMO with OP. For the pdf fγ (γ) we can obtain the
first moment
µγ = E{γ} =

N
−1 M
−1 X
F
X
X
1
γp,n [f ] ,
N M F p=0 n=0

(44)

f =1

and the square root of the second central moment
q
σγ = E{(γ − µγ )2 } =
v
u
N
−1 M
−1 X
F
X
X
u
1
2
=t
(γp,n [f ] − µγ ) .
N M F − 1 p=0 n=0

(45)
(46)

f =1

empirically by using F frame transmissions [3], [4].

F. ANALYTICAL CHANNEL HARDENING RESULTS FOR
SPECIAL CASES

For a set of special cases an analytic treatment of the moments of fγ (γ) is indeed possible and we will explore this
cases below.
1) Constant Modulus OP with a single transmit antenna

For the special case of constant modulus OP using a single
a
transmit antenna A = 1 and without beamforming ωq,m
= 1,
we can show the channel hardening effect of OP analytically
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µγ = E{γ} =
since

PM N −1

MX
N −1
1
λi = 1 ,
M N i=0

λi = M N . Its standard deviation is
v
uM N −1
q
X
1 u
t
λ2i .
σγ = E{(γ − µγ )2 } =
MN
i=0

(48)

i=0

(49)

Inserting the eigenvalues λ̃i (νD , θP ; M, N ) of R̃g (νD , θP ; M, N )
in (49) we can obtain
β = σγ (νD , θP ; M, N )/µγ

(50)

for a fading process with flat power delay profile and flat
Doppler spectral density. This result serves as lower bound
for other fading processes with the same support.
2) Massive MIMO using PER CSI with constant modulus OP

For the case of PER CSI at the base station, a large number
of antennas A and CM OP we can also obtain a closed
form expression for the channel hardening measure β. We
assume independence of antenna elements and M and N to
be large [2], [4]. In this case spatial channel hardening and
time-frequency channel hardening are multiplicative effects
resulting in
v
uM N −1
u X
1
√ t
β≈
λ̃i (νD , θP ; M, N )2 .
(51)
MN A
i=0

We can obtain a simpler upper bound using the special
shape of the eigenvalue spectrum described in Sec. II-A3
[24]. The essential subspace dimension in time is Dt =
d2νD M e and in frequency it is Df = dθP N e. Just modeling
the largest eigenvalues of R̃g (νD , θP ; M, N ), for large M and
N we obtain the following upper bound:
1
1 p
√
β<β=
(d2νD M e) (dθP N e) . (52)
M N A 2νD θP
See also [13, (26)-(28)]. Relaxing the ceiling operator we
obtain the intuitive expression
r
1
β<β=
,
(53)
2νD θP M N A
for an upper bound of the channel hardening measure β.
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TABLE 1. Simulation Parameters for 5G NR

Name

Variable

Value

FFT size
used subcarriers
OFDM symbols
subcarrier bandwidth
bandwidth
cyclic prefix
carrier frequency
antennas at BS
pilot OFDM symbols
code rate
alphabet
symbol rate
velocity
normalized Doppler
delay support
normalized delay

NFFT
N
M
∆f
B
G
fC
A
J
rc
A
rs
v
νD
τP
θP

512
120
12
15 kHz
7.68 MHz
40
5.9 GHz
64
4
1/2
QPSK
2
{0, 120} km/h
0.057
1.6 µs
0.025

VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

The OFDM physical layer parameters are taken from the
5G NR standard [25], [26]. We use NFFT = 512 subcarriers, where a maximum of 300 subcarriers can be used for
data transmission, resulting in a maximum of 25 resource
blocks (consisting of 12 subcarriers). For the numerical results we use 10 resource blocks for data transmission, i.e.
N = 120 subucarriers. We choose a subcarrier bandwidth
∆f = 15 kHz. The used bandwidth is B = NFFT ∆f =
7.68 MHz, the cyclic prefix length is G = 40 samples,
the carrier frequency is fC = 5.9 GHz and A = 64
antennas are utilized on the base station side and a single
antenna at the mobile station. The demodulation reference
symbols (DRS) are distributed over the OFDM frame within
J = 
4 dedicated pilot OFDM symbols at time-indices
M
m ∈
iM
= {2, 6, 9, 13}.
J + 2J | i ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1}
A quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) symbol alphabet
A is used with symbol rate rs = 2 and an rc = 1/2
convolutional code for channel coding followed by a random
interleaver. We are interested in short packet lengths for
URLLC packets where the convolutional code incurs only a
small performance loss but provides faster decoding speed
[27], [28]. The simulations parameters are summarized in
Table 1.
B. GEOMETRY-BASED CHANNEL MODEL

We use a geometry-based channel model (GCM) with a
flat power delay profile (PDP) and a flat Doppler spectral
density (DSD) (see [7]). The mobile station moves with
v ∈ {0, 120} km/h.
C. CHANNEL HARDENING

In Fig. 3 the channel hardening measure β(M, N ; νD , θP ) of
OP is shown for v = 120 km/h, resulting in νD = 0.057,
and for a PDP with a support of τP = 1.6 µs, resulting in
θP = 0.025.
OP uses a time-frequency region of 2 ≤ M ≤ 28 OFDM
8

FIGURE 3. Channel hardening measure β versus M and N for OP, massive
MIMO (MMIMO), as well as massive MIMO with OP (MMIMO+OP). Perfect
CSI at the base station is assumed for maximum-ratio beam-forming.

symbols and 12 ≤ N ≤ 300 subcarriers. We compare three
cases: (i) OP with a single transmit antenna, (ii) massive
MIMO with A = 64 antennas (MMIMO), and (iii) massive
MIMO with OP (MMIMO+OP). For massive MIMO and
for massive MIMO with OP we calculate β empirically,
according to (33), (44) and (46) using F = 500 frames. The
analytic result for OP and for massive MIMO with OP are
computed using (50) and (51) respectively.
Clearly the channel hardening of OP increases with growing M and N , exploiting time- and frequency diversity.
Massive MIMO, on the other side, is less affected by the
block size since it mainly exploits spatial diversity. The
combination of massive MIMO with OP enables the utilization of spatial as well as time and frequency diversity. The
channel hardening effect of massive MIMO and of OP is
multiplicative for large M and N (see also (51)).
OP gains most due to frequency-diversity and less from
time-diversity, since the time-bandwidth product of the fading process in frequency is larger than the one in time, i.e.
θP N  νD M , for the used 5G NR parameters (see Table
1). The result will look different for millimeter wave carrier
frequencies with fC > 30 GHz, since the normalized Doppler
will scale linearly with fC . A data transmission for URLLC
should be scheduled within resource blocks taking the bound
(52) into account.
In Fig. 4 we fix M = 14 and N = 120, representing
a typical resource block size for URLLC traffic. We vary
the normalized Doppler bandwidth 0 ≤ νD ≤ 0.057 and
the normalized Delay 0 ≤ θP ≤ 0.025. As in Fig. 3, β
decreases with increasing time- and frequency selectivity of
the channel. Also here we can clearly observe the benefit of
combining massive MIMO with OP.
Finally, we address the interesting aspect of massive
MIMO with outdated CSI for beamforming, which is the
central focus of this paper. In Fig. 5 we present the same
plots as in Fig. 3, but now we use the last-known channel
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 4. Channel hardening measure β versus νD and θP for OP, massive
MIMO, and massive MIMO with OP. Perfect CSI at the base station is assumed
for maximum-ratio beam-forming.

FIGURE 6. Channel hardening measure β versus νD and θP for massive
MIMO, and massive MIMO with OP. The last-known channel state from the
preceding uplink transmission (BF CSI) is used for maximum ratio
beam-forming.

D. BIT ERROR RATE

Figs. 7-9 show numerical link level simulation results for the
BER vs. bit energy Eb divided by the noise power density
N0 ,
NFFT
1 Sd
,
(54)
Eb /N0 = rc rs 2
σn M N NFFT + G

FIGURE 5. Channel hardening measure β versus M and N for massive
MIMO, and massive MIMO with OP. The last-known channel state from the
preceding uplink transmission (BF CSI) is used for maximum ratio
beam-forming.

state from the preceding uplink transmission (BF CSI) for
maximum ratio beam-forming at the base station.
The BF CSI assumption follows the frame design of the 5G
NR TDD specifications [26]. Channel hardening decreases
(β increases) rapidly with increasing block size in time M .
By combining OP and massive MIMO a substantial channel
hardening improvement can be achieved.
In Fig. 6 we fix M = 14 and N = 120 and we vary
the normalized Doppler bandwidth 0 ≤ νD ≤ 0.057 and
the normalized Delay 0 ≤ θP ≤ 0.025. The last-known
channel state from the preceding uplink transmission is used
for maximum ratio beam-forming (BF CSI).
Similarly as in Fig. 5, we see that with increasing Doppler
bandwidth νD the channel hardening decreases for massive
MIMO (β increases). For massive MIMO with OP the channel hardening is more or less constant over the range of νD .
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of a wireless 5G NR link from the base station with
A = 64 antennas to a single vehicle moving with v ∈
{40, 50, 60}km/h. The thin dotted reference line shows the
performance of the convolutional code with additive white
Gaussian noise and a single transmit antenna. Massive
MIMO reaches this performance bound (not shown) in the
case of perfect CSI at the base station.
All simulation results are calculated for the case of precoding at the base station using the last know CSI from the
preceding uplink transmission (BF CSI) following the 5G NR
TDD frame structure. We compare two transmission modes
(i) massive MIMO (MMIMO) and (ii) massive MIMO with
OP (MMIMO+OP). All simulations use channel estimates
obtained with embedded pilot symbols on the mobile station
side. Three receiver iterations are used in case of OP and
two iterations are used without OP. For more iterations the
performance does not improve.
In Figs. 7-9 the dashed thin line shows the performance for
a single transmit antenna A = 1. The thin solid line displays
the BER if OP with DSFT basis functions is used and A = 1.
OP allows to utilize the time and frequency diversity reducing
the BER. The BER shown for these two transmission modes
is more or less constant for the simulated velocity range.
The thick dash-dotted line presents the performance of
massive MIMO with A = 64 antennas. Maximum ratio
beam-forming is employed using the last know CSI from
the preceding uplink transmission (BF CSI). Due to channel
aging between uplink and downlink the BER increases with
increasing velocity. At v = 50 km/h the massive MIMO
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FIGURE 7. BER versus Eb /N0 for massive MIMO with A = 64 antennas
with and without OP using BF CSI at the base station and channel estimation
at the mobile station. The thin lines show results for a single transmit antenna
with and without OP. The mobile station has a velocity of v = 40 km/h.
Furthermore, we show results for OP with Walsh-Hadamard transform
sequences (WHT) as well as 2D discrete prolate spheroidal sequences
(2DDPS).
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated a new approach for
vehicular ultra-reliable low-latency wireless communication
(URLLC) links. For URLLC links it is highly desirable to
reduce random field-strength variations causing randomly
occurring errors. Appropriate processing on the transmitter
and receiver side is required to obtain channel hardening by
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FIGURE 8. BER versus Eb /N0 for massive MIMO with A = 64 antennas with
and without OP using BF CSI at the base station and channel estimation at the
mobile station. Furthermore we show results for a single transmit antenna with
and without OP. The mobile station has a velocity of v = 50 km/h.

60 km/h

10 0
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BER

system with A = 64 antennas performs similar to a single
antenna transmissions using OP. At v = 60 km/h it is even
better to just use a single transmit antenna compared to
massive MIMO with A = 64 antennas.
Finally, the thick solid lines shows the performance of
massive MIMO with OP. Massive MIMO with OP is always
better than massive MIMO only. Comparing massive MIMO
with OP and OP for A = 1, we see that the crossover
point in the BER figures moves to higher Eb /N0 values
with increasing velocity. For v = 60 km/h massive MIMO
with OP can still utilize the full diversity but performs best
only for an Eb /N0 > 9 dB. The best strategy for velocities
v >> 60 km/h as well as for spatial correlation is subject to
our current research.
In Fig. 7 we show results for three precoding sequence
sets for v = 40 km/h, using (i) the discrete symplectic
Fourier transform (DSFT) sequences, (ii) Walsh-Hadamard
transform sequences (WHT), and (iii) 2D discrete prolate
spheroidal sequences (2DDPS). As explained in Sec. V-A in
(37) all constant modulus sequences perform identically. The
2D DPS sequences also perform similarly.
Figs. 7-9 demonstrate that by combining massive MIMO
with OP and by using an iterative receiver algorithm the BER
performance can be improved by more than one order of
magnitude for vehicular scenarios.
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FIGURE 9. BER versus Eb /N0 for massive MIMO with A = 64 antennas with
and without OP using BF CSI at the base station and channel estimation at the
mobile station. Furthermore we show results for a single transmit antenna with
and without OP. The mobile station has a velocity of v = 60 km/h.

exploiting spatial, time and frequency diversity.
To achieve this goal, we combined two linear preprocessing techniques. The first one is orthogonal precoding
(OP) which exploits diversity in the time-frequency domain.
Its channel hardening effect increases with the delay and
Doppler spread of the doubly selective fading process. The
second preprocessing technique is maximum-ratio beamforming in a massive MIMO system. It achieves channel
hardening that decreases with increasing velocity of the
mobile station due to channel aging.
Combining massive MIMO and OP we have shown for
the first time that reduced spatial channel hardening due to
channel aging can be partially compensated by orthogonal
precoding with two-dimensional precoding sequences in the
time-frequency domain. A receiver for massive MIMO with
OP using coded transmission is presented in detail.
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We proved that all constant modulus sequences, e.g. discrete symplectic Fourier transform (DSFT) sequences or
Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) sequences, lead to the
same performance for OP. Furthermore, we analytically
quantified the channel hardening effect of massive MIMO
with OP for doubly-selective channels.
Our results are validated by link level simulation results
in terms of BER vs. Eb /N0 . The combination of massive
MIMO and OP improves the BER by more than one order
of magnitude in time-varying vehicular scenarios using the
5G NR physical layer enabling vehicular URLLC communication links.
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